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INTRODUCTION

Walt Whitman is one of the most controversial figures 

in literature. There rages around his personality and poetry 

ardent debate, 30 that, as yet, hardly anything definitive has 

been written. As a personality, he has been accused of homo

sexuality, auto-sexuality, and at the same time, of having 

fostered six illegitimate children. As a poet, he has suffered 

ad charges of writing nothing other than sprawling prose. 

Discussion of his influences and sources often takes a wild 

turn in some critics, and in others it is often too limited.

The author has ignored the first of these topics as extraneous 

to this study. The second she has attempted to prove fallac

ious. The third, she discusses briefly.

It is the purpose of this paper to take a representa

tive work of Walt Whitman’s poetry, to analyze it, particular

ly one part of it, to discuss it in relation to poetical 

standards, and in relation to Whitman himself, and to his 

times, thus posing it as a work of art. This method is 

called Explication de textes — a French mode of unification 

that has been used for centuries and is still being used in 

French high schools and universities as a clear and logical

I
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method of presentation* The present writer chose this meth

od as the only one possible in avoiding the many pitfalls 

and facets of Whitmanian controversy.

Explication de textes, moreover, isolates one 

small and distinctive part of a larger work, showing that its 

characteristics embody all of the traits of the poet’s major 

work, and all of the important characteristics of his person

ality, life, environment and age, as well as showing forth 

those enduring elements which belong to the ages — and to a 

great work of art.

-ii.



THE TIMES OF WHITMAN

The nineteenth century, both philosophically and 

socially had such diverse trends that it is impossible to 

discuss them all here under the general title of the "Times 

of Whitman." It is conducive, then, to our purpose to 

discuss only the essential characteristics in both the 

philosophical and social worlds that were most influential 

upon our subject.

Philosophically, the times were permeated by two 

main schools, Romanticism and Transcendentalism. "No 

National literature has grown up in isolation but has 

always been profoundly influenced by literary tendencies 

affecting the whole western w o r l d . B o t h  of these schools 

are interrelated, but each of them is important separately 

in the history of thought as a great movement. It is not 

the writer’s intention to refute them, only to discuss them 

as a major influence on the nineteenth century, and thus on 

Walt Whitman.

II

1 Jay B. Hubbell, American Life in Literature, 
Vol. II (New York: Harper and brothers, l949),p. lf>7.
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The Romantic Movement in the literature of the 

world produced an overwhelming body of writing which 

captivates the reader with its abundance, sensibility, and 

devotion to the individual. Romanticism was a development. 

It did not spring from obscure parents but had its roots 

definitely in the past. It developed through Renaissance 

humanism with its faith in human dignity; through the 

Protestant Revolt with its breaking away from established 

forms; through Cartesianism with its justification for 

individualism, substituting one important element, "I feel, 

therefore I am," instead of "I think, therefore I am"; and 

through the Enlightenment of its zeal for reform.2

Although Romanticism was a child of the past, it 

also was a reaction to it. It stressed emotion, intuition, 

and instinct to offset the emphasis of the intellect in the 

pursuit of truth in the previous era. It stressed the sim

plicity of primitive life as opposed to the sophistication 

of urbanization. It refused to accept the institutions of 

religion, government, and society as a part of the ordered 

universe and claimed that there is no known order in the 

universe, and these institutions should constantly be chang- 

ing to fit the organic needs of man.-'

~2KJ

2 Werner P. Friederich, Outline of Comparative Lit 
erature (University of North Carolina Press, 19547, p. 255

3 Ibid.. p. 256.



The movement exploded all over Europe and although

it took different shapes in different countries it showed

itself everywhere as

a revolt of the individual to assert himself 
and his rich emotional life, and claim the world 
as his own .... This is supported by the exam
ples of such men as Goethe in his Faust and 
Whilhelm Meister’s Apprenticeship,, F. Schlegel 
in his Lucinde. Byron in his own life and in 
most of his poetry, Chateaubriand in Rene and 
Atala. Foscalo in Le ultime lettere di Jacopo 
Ottis, Zorrille in Don Juan Tenario.4~~

Politically, Romanticism found its best expression 

in the French Revolution. It meant the overthrow of feudal

ism and ecclesiastical customs and the setting up of liberal 

forms of government. But its motto — Liberty, Equality, 

and Fraternity — was carried into all phases of life.

This revolution took place not simply in the social, pol

itical, or industrial realms, nor in the economic, literary, 

scientific, or religious realms. It was happening in all 

of them at once. Socially, it meant democracy. In art 

and literature it meant the shattering of pseudo-classical 

rules and forms in favor of a new freedom in the creation 

of works which filled themselves with the wonders of common 

humanity and the romance of life.

4 Ibid
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probably the most dominant figure that influenced 

the French Revolution and the whole Romantic Movement it

self was Jean Jacques Rousseau {1712-177$* Often called 

the Father of Romanticism, he had revolted against the nar 

row rationalism of the Enlightenment and focused his atten 

tion with an almost epicurean delight, on nature and the 

emotions*

He achieved his greatest success in France, 
where he was so revolutionary, because he was 
a Calvinist among Catholics, a republican 
among royalists, a plebeian among courtiers, 
a romanticist among neo-classicists, a Swiss 
among Frenchmen.5

He hated all the artificiality of the restrictions

of society and loved the simple life of primitive man, who

was a "foot loose and fancy free" kind of individual with

a peaceful spirit in a healthy body, able to operate well

only without the hindrances of convention.

Rousseau was the first great prophet of the 
Romantic movement, and his books are continual
ly contrasting civilization with ’nature*, to 
the great disadvantage of the former. Rousseau 
was, incidentally, very keenly alive to the 
beauty of wild scenery, to ’nature* in the 
visual sense, but the ’nature* of his political 
treatises is a kind of Garden of Eden, out of 
which man has mistakenly strayed, and to which 
he must at all costs find his way back. 6

5 Friederich, op. cit*. p. 245-

6 D. C. Somervell, English Thought in the Nine
teenth Century (New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1929), 
p. 61*



He regarded nature as a deep source of Consola

tion and joy and it was his descriptions that "enthralled 

his contemporaries and influenced his successors."? gut 

it was the emphasis on feeling which so distinguished 

Rousseau from the Enlightenment, since the trend back to 

nature had begun toward the end of this period, although 

Rousseau brought nature into sharper focus. He attached 

extreme importance to the emotions; in fact his moral 

system rests on emotionalism as contrasted to the mater

ialism of his contemporaries.

Religion (to Rousseau) is an affair of the 
heart, not of the head. It does not depend 
on a belief in tradition and what some other 
man has said .... Nor can it be reasoned out 
beyond the reach of scepticism. But conscience 
and feeling are as real as reason.8

His influence has been phenomenal, both on his own

age and on successive ages. Somervell claims that he "Came

as near as any literary man can come to being the author

of a political and religious revolution^ And again he

says that "Rousseau impelled a whole society to seek to

establish by violence a kingdom of heaven upon earth."10

-5-

7 M. B. Finch and Allison Peers, The Origins of 
French Romanticism (New York: E. P. Dutton and Co., I93I) p.26.

8 Arthur Kenyon Rogers, A Student’s History of 
Philosophy (New York: The MacMillan Co., 1904), p.4x7.

9 Somervell, op cit.. p.27.

10 Ibid.



His literary influence has reached from Bernardin

de Saint Pierre, the Revolutions, and George Sand in France;

to Herder, Schiller, Jean Paul Fichte, and Hegel in Germany;

to Hume, Burke, Shelley, and Byron in England; to Feijoo and

Quintana in Spain; to Tolstoy in Russia and to Paine and

Thoreau in America.

The Romantic spirit made its appearance in America,

first in Virginia, and travelled then to the frontier where

it made its abode in a log cabin, and then to New England

where it preached in doctrine of the perfectibility of man.

In government it affected all the laissez-faire policies.

Certainly it captured the entire of the Western World and

its importance cannot be ignored. As shall be seen, it was

to play an important role in the foundations of Leaves of

Grass — Whitman’s life work.

In regard to the influence of Romanticism upon the

modern world, Bernbaum has this to say:

For better or worse, the modern outlook is 
chiefly of their creation — most of the 
literature of the last one hundred years 
being either an application of the romantic 
principles to new themes or a hostile reaction 
against them. -*-3

-6-

11 Friederich, op cit.. pp. 246-247,

12 Vernon Louis Parrington, Main Currents in American 
Thought. Vol. II (New York; Harcourt, Brace arid Company, 1927), 
p. x-xii.

13 Ernest Bernbaum,, Anthology of Romanticism (New 
York: The Ronald Press Company, 1^33 ; # "p.x*v.



Related closely to Romanticism, the Transcendental 

Movement in America in the early Nineteenth Century is also 

very important as a major influence on the mind land work of 

Whitman, kit would have been impossible for him to escape 

its influence, for its members were writing for the very 

magazines and newspapers which Whitman read and to which he 

contributed during the 1640*3. ”In fact, nearly all schol

ars agree that Emerson himself was the one, single, and 

greatest influence on Whitman during the years when he iyas 

planning and writing the first editions of Leaves of Grassi^ 

The revolutionary spirit of Europe descended on 

some of the finest minds of New England and resulted in the 

movement called Transcendentalism. i|MThe Movement was the

native response of the mind of New England to the summons

15
of revolutionary romanticism.* This spirit first showed

itself in New England as Unitarianism, a provincial phase

of the world-wide movement which was to loosen the ties of

dogma on the lpuritan mind and open up their eyes to new

philosophies which were reaching them from overseas.

To say that Unitarianism caused the subse
quent manifestation of free thought in New 
England would be too much; but no one can doubt 
that the world-wide revolutionary spirit of 
which the first New England manifestation was 
the religious revolution effected by Unitarian
ism, impelled the following generation to

■^Allen, Gay Wilson, Walt Whitman Handbook.
Chicago: Packard and Company, 1946, p. 4f>0.

^5parrington, op. cit.. p. 379.
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that outbreak of intellectual and spirit
ual anarchy which is generally called Trans
cendentalism.

The most important new philosophy which was reaching 

New England from overseas was German Idealism. Transcenden

talism was developed mainly from this system first set up by 

Kant and then developed by Schelling, Novalis, Fichte, 

Schleiermacher and Goethe.^ It spread in America when 

the writings of Coleridge and Carlyle became a dominant in

fluence.

No two men of letters in the Nineteenth 
Century affected English thought more 
evidently than Coleridge and Carlyle; and 
both were saturated with German philosophy,1°

In England,

Coleridge drew heavily on Schelling and 
Carlyle gave the movement further impetus 
by popularizing Goethe and by ridiculing 
the principles and aims of the utilitarians, 
of the "dismal science*1 and of empirical 
and evolutionary method in general. y

They could not help imbuing their New England brethren with

their enthusiasm for German thought.

The methaphysic of Kant, the mysticism of 
Jacobi, the idealistic egoism of Fichte, 
the transcendentalism of Schleiermacher — 
the new gospel of the renascent German 
spirit — these were the living waters of 
truth to the thirsty minds of the New 
England intellectuals, from which they 
drank eagerly, never doubting their

-8-

16 Barrett Wendell, A Literary History of America, 
(New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1901), p. 292.

17 Edwin R. A. Seligman, ed., Encyclopaedia of the 
Social Sciences. Vol. 15 (New York: The Macmillan Co. 1934),p.

*** 2-® Wendel, op, cit.. p* 266*

19 Seligman, o p .cit.. p. 76,



sufficiency.20

From Kant the Transcendentalist learned that "Time

and space are not external realities but ways in which the
^  21

mind 1 constitutes* its world of sense" and that ideas of

God, freedom, and immortality have not merely a sentimental

but real validity, since they are intuitions of the practical

nature o f man and man is essentially a practial and moral

being. Thus the word "transcendental" came to mean anything

22
independent and above sensory experience. Innate, original,

universal, a priori, intuitive — these are words all of

which convey a part of the thought swept under the larger

meaning of the term*"23

The Transcendentalist reacted against the Loekian

theories and reaffirmed manfs power to grasp truth. The one

great reality in the world is

God, the Over-soul, within which all other be
ing is unified and from which it derives its 
life. Because of this indwelling of divinity, 
every part of the world, however small, is a 
microcosm, comprehending within itself...* all 
the laws and meaning of the whole. The soul of 
each individual, therefore, is identical with 
the soul of the world and contains, latently, 
all that that larger soul contains.^

-9-

20 Farrington, op. cit.. p.332.

21 Cambridge History of American Literature, edited by 
William P. Trent, et al* (New York? The Macmillan Company, 1917), 
p. 334. All further references to this work will be to CHAL.

22 Ibid.

23 Ibid.

24 Ibid.. p. 335.



Further, man may have mystical experiences in which there

is an influx of the divine into the human, an influx of

2*5the divine indirectly through nature, '

From these central conceptions all the 
other teachings of the Transcendental- 
ists are derived: their doctrines of 
self-reliance and individualism, of the 
identity of moral and physical laws, of 
the essential unity of all religions, of 
the negative nature of evil; their spirit 
of complete tolerance and of absolute 
optimism; their defiance of tradition and 
disregard for all external authority.26

Of their mystical experience, Parrington quotes

Emerson as saying, "Mine is a certain brief experience which

surprised me in the highway or in the market, in some place,

at some time — whether in the body or out of the body, God

krcweth."2? Almost all critics agree that the Transcendent-

alists had a mystical character. Parrington asserts that

it is because of this character that the Transcendentalists

turned away from all realists who were incompatible with such

understanding, and withdrew to live by themselves.2^

The most important Transcendentalists were A. Bronson

Alcott, W. H. Channing, James Freeman Clark, R. W. Emerson,

Margaret Fuller, Theodore Parker, George Ripley, and Henry

-10-

25 Ibid.

26 Ibid. p. 336.

27 Parrington, op. cit.. p. 3 84.

28 Ibid.



Thoreau* They expressed themselves through the medium of 

a quarterly periodical called the Dial, which flourished 

until 1844* Of the above mentioned, Alcott and Thoreau 

introduced an oriental strain into the doctrine by expres

sing the philosophic ideas of Brahmanism* Ripley and 

Ghanning introduced an enthusiasm for social utopianism, 

and Margaret Fuller, the periodical’s first editor, intro

duced the element of F e m i n i s m * ^

In addition to these elements were to be found also 

"liberal amounts of Swedenborgianism, mysticism. Platonism

abolitionism."30

The Transcendentalists were idealists and detested

any falling short of the ideal, thus becoming avid critics

of society* They were eager to alter the affairs of the

world for the better. The idea of world "reform" could

arouse their sympathetic enthusiasm to a high pitch.

It Ctranscendentalism} encouraged a variety 
of social reforms, from vegetarianism to ab
olitionism, but only in so far as they were 
related to its theory of spiritual freedom.

But as critics of society, they preferred to with

draw from it and found their own small circles of self

culture, or, as Thoreau did, withdraw alone to live in 

nature, renouncing society altogether. The most notable

-11-
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31 Ibid.



"self-culture" society was the Brook Farm experiment, which 

had as its purpose the romantic idea of agricultural labor, 

mingled with literary discussion, moral education, and self

culture. Because this and similar Utopian schemes failed, 

American Transcendentalism became more and more individual-

32istic, culminating in Emerson’s principle of self-reliance.

Although, it must be remembered, the work of these

people was filled with criticism of New England and America,

this very criticism was sincere and needed.

Transcendentalism may have run into follies, 
but foolish in its critical judgement — 
blind to the gap between profession and 
reality — it was not. it might be severe, 
but it was honest and intelligent, and honest 
intelligent criticism America stood greatly 
in need of.-^

The individualism illustrated above completely satur

ated the social life of the country. The consciousness of 

the value of the individual and the wond®r$ of the- physical 

universe permeated every phase of American activity. Thus 

the age thought in terms of material progress and reform to 

the neglect of his tory. Deep were the roots of:

-12-
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the innate goodness of man and the ideal
ization of nature illustrated in the revolu
tionary theories of Rousseau; the idealism 
of German philosophy, particularly the ~,
Hegelian doctrine of a cosmic consciousness.-54

This was the age of social reforms, and many of them 

produced good results. For instance, during this period, 

the first half of the Nineteenth Century, suffrage was ex

tended to embrace all the male population regardless of 

property holdings; labor unions arose to better the work

ingman’s conditions; and religious freedom greatly increased.

ed. "By 1340 ... a free church in a free state was the

3 5
accepted principle.

The extreme reformer’s dream of heaven on earth 

resulted in the socialist movement of the 40’s, which pro

duced the Owenites, the Rappites, the Zoarites, the Sweden- 

borgians, the Millerites who were looking for the New 

Jerusalem, and the communists who had settled at Oneida 

and Brook Farm.36

At Robert Owen’s ’World Convention’ held 
in New York in 1845, many of the reformers’ 
programs had found expression, and, since 
then, currents of affinity had spread from

-13-

34. Floyd Stovall, Walt Whitman (New York: American 
Book Company, 1934), p. xv.

35. Philip J. Furlong, The New History of America
(New York: Sadlier, 1926), p. 37.

36. Van Wyck Brooks, The Times of Melville and 
Whitman (New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, 1947), p.177.



the Unitary Home of the Oneida community 
and the Phalanx at Red Bank. The Unitary 
Home, a group of houses on East 14th Street, 
with communal parlours and kitchens, was an 
urban Brook Farm, where temperance, reform 
and women’s rights were leading themes of
conversation.37

Expansion, however, was the main theme of the age 

and "Era of Manifest Destiny” suits it well. A great 

national feeling abounded, expressing itself in the devel

opment of unexplored regions. The Mexican War had been 

fought and won. California and Texas, had become states.

The vast Oregon region had entered the union and the gold 

found in California was a drawing card to thousands. Ad

venturesome souls pushed West to valleys of the Columbia 

River and to the regions of the Rio Grande.

The temper of the American people was 
exuberant and more than uncritically 
sanguine. They felt that anything might 
happen in the nation, in the mind.-58

This America was optimistic, eager for self-better-

ment. The ideal of a static society having been put away, '

39progress was assumed to be the first law of nature. Im

migrants were pouring into America, seeking freedom from 

political and religious oppression. Approximately "3*000,000 

came between 1S45 and 1855”̂“* Railroads, turnpikes, bridges^

-14-

37 Ibid.. p.3-

33 Brooks, op. cit.. p.9,

39 Parrington, op. cit.. p.ix,

40 Furlong, op. cit.. p.440.



and canals were built to accomodate the American enthus

iasm. Many new inventions came into being and spurred on 

the American Industrial Revolution.

With the expanding country, the major interests of 

the three great sections of the country began to differ 

more and mor* sharply. The East was a flourishing capital

istic industrial center. Cotton in the South found a 

tremendous market and fields and slaves took on a new 

importance. The Inland Empire was nourished on the ideal 

of the Declaration of Independence but interpreted this 

ideal to mean the natural right of the citizen to satisfy

his acquisitive instinct by exploitation.^-

The addition of territory and the clash between the 

free labor of the North and the slave labor of the South 

brought the slavery question to a head and focused national 

attention on the problem. The Abolitionists came into be

ing, an extreme group, who claimed slavery to be morally 

wrong and un-American, and who succeeded in creating a 

legend of a southern slaveocracy in the North, and deepen

ing the rift between the sections.

In this period South and North, though they 
spoke the same language, ceased to understand 
each other.

-35-

41 Parrington, op. cit.. pp. ix and x.

42 Hubbell, op. cit.. p. 152.



The clash between the rival philosophies of North 

and South eventually brought about the Civil War in which 

the dream of the South was destroyed. Thenceforth America 

was to become wholly middle class.^

Out of this fracas emerged the singularly great fig

ure of Abraham Lincoln, a man bred on an individualistic» 

homespun Jacksonian philosophy of democracy; a man greatly 

beloved by Walt Whitman, and the man whose loss is mourned 

so poignantly in Whitman’s great poem, "When Lilacs Last in 

the Dooryard Bloom’d."

All of this thinking, these trends, and the events 

which we have been looking into, impressed themselves deeply 

into the life and thought of Whitman. "He flooded himself 

with the immediate age, as he said a poet ought to do, its 

thoughts and feelings as well as its appearances and facts. 

As the editor of several important magazines he absorbed his 

times, taking part in all the political battles, and all the 

social controversies and issues of the day, expressing him

self by way of newspaper print.

Whitman was not merely an "expansionist" 
editor who had preached Manifest Destiny, 
he was taking part in many of the movements 
of the time. He attended meetings of the 
Swedenborgians and Owen’s World|lN Convention 
and had reprinted writings of Margaret Fuller.

-16-
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44 Brooks, op. cit.. p. 177.



He had written on temperance and aboli
tion, and met and talked with the socialist 
Albert Brisbane, ^

It is now possible to turn to Walt Whitman himself, 

and to see how he fits into this age in which he lived, at 

the same time as transcending it, and to note the profound 

influence of that age upon his receptive personality.

-17-

45 Ibid.. p. 9.



Ill

WHITMAN THE MAN

Walt Whitman is the most controversial author that

American soil has brought forth. More books about him have

been published than any other American author.

Perhaps no man contributing to world liter
ature* has been the subject of so many books, 
magazine articles and pamphlets as Walt 
Whitman. Certainly no American has.

In his own time,

He was made the butt of endless jokes 
among the smug and damned by the rule of 
three, he was hailed by the sages as a 
sage and by the rebels as a rebel, and in 
the end he was apotheosized by the faith
ful and veiled with a legend.2

Only in recent years has his criticism taken a scholarly

turn. The real Whitman is now emerging, not an infallible

prophet of the world nor an erotic fake, but the great

human poet of Leaves of Grass.

Since the first publication of Leaves of Grass 
in 1&55, most literary historians "and critics 
have finally come to agree that this author 
is the greatest poet America has yet produced.-'

1 Allen, Handbook. p.l.

2 Stovall, op. cit.. p.xii.

3 Gay Wilson Allen and Charles T. Davis, Walt 
Whitman*s Poems (New York; New York University Press, 1955),



¥alt(er) Whitman was born May 31, 1319, and lived 

a long fruitful life until his death in 1392 — a span of 

73 years. He was born on a farm near Huntington,Long 

Island, but moved when he was four to Brooklyn. He grew 

up under the influence of Quakerism although he never 

professed to be one. Indoctrinated he was, however, in 

the mystical assurance of "inner light'* as his mother’s 

family were Quakers and his father a friend of the radical 

Quaker, Elias Hicks.^

From his carpenter father, who was English, Walt 

received the characteristics of "courage, determination, 

and uncompromising Puritan idealism of good."5 The latter 

predisposed him to transcendental and reformatory senti

ments characteristic of the age. His mother was of Dutch 

ancestry and bequeathed to Walt the traits of "placid 

slowness, self-esteem, stubborness, and mysticism."6

Of formal education, Walt had very little. He was 

finished with school at eleven. His youth was filled with 

happy loafing in the fields and near the ocean on Long 

Island. He was keenly sensitive to nature and spent most

-19-
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The Macmillan Company, 1955), p.13.

5 CHAL. p. 259.
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of his youthful hours in its company. He rambled over the 

countryside being for a time a school teacher, a compositor 

and an editor. From journalism he received his undisciplined 

education. In 1346, he became the editor of the leading 

Brooklyn newspaper of his day, the Daily Eagle. Here he 

rounded up news of the town, the nation and world for local 

readers and became actively concerned with the nation and 

its problems.

In 1343, he made the long journey to New Orleans 

where he worked for a short time on a newspaper. This trip 

was important because he saw much of the America that he 

was later to celebrate, and he gained a sense of America as 

a whole*

Back in New York, he lectured, worked at the car

penter’s trade with his father, and read. At about the 

age of 30, he began to jot down in his notebooks descrip

tions of his ideal man and country, but as yet he had no 

definite plan. At the age of 36, in July, 1955, the book 

he had dreamed of since his youth, and which he titled 

Leaves of Grass, was finally printed. It had no publisher. 

The book was practically ignored except for a few copies 

which made their way to England and later secured for 

Whitman ardent disciples. There was practically no sale. 

However, Whitman received from Emerson a highly congratu

latory letter that compensated for all the neglect, greeting

-20-



him "at the beginning of a great career."?

The book failing to bring in royalties, Whitman went 

back to editing, writing poems at different intervals which 

were to be included in his next addition to the Leaves.

During the Civil War, he volunteered as an army nurse, car

ing for the sick and wounded of both sides. With his mag

netic personality he cheered these soldiers, reading to them, 

conversing with them and sharing with them their sorrows.

This sacrificial work bears out the truth of his often-expressed 

love of mankind. From this experience he steadily deep

ened as a poet and a man, and some of his greater poems are 

its fruition, culminating in his beautiful threnody on 

Lincoln’s death, "When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom’d."

After the war had ended Whitman stayed in Washington, 

employed as a government clerk but was dismissed by his super

ior as the author of an indecent book. He was soon placed 

in another department, however, due to the help of friends.

His health had been undermined by his services during the 

war and in 1873 he suffered a paralytic stroke which forced 

him to resign his position in Washington and move to Camden,

New Jersey, his brother’s home. There he lived until his 

death in 1892.

This period,... was a severe test of his 
patience and optimism, a test which, on
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the whole, he stbod with unassuming courage.

=22-

In any discussion of Walt Whitman, it is necessary 

to note his astonishing absorptive quality, which perhaps 

lies at the very haart of his genius.

In his youth, because of his dreamy and indolent 

appearance, he was often accused of laziness.But the boy 

was, as we shall see, dwelling on the beauties of nature, 

and storing up impressions, which later were to be used 

for his poetic expression. But he was late to mature, for 

until the late 1340*s, excepting for his journalistic works, 

he wrote nothing but mediocre, commonplace, imitative liter

ature, devoid of real literary value. Yet in ten years 

Emerson was to hail him as author of the Great American 

poem.7

The explanation of t’-is change is a subject around 

which swarms much debate. Hubbell asserts that sometime 

Before 1355 Whitman experienced something like a religious 

conversion, a new birth.^ Some of his earlier admirers

^CHAL. p. 272.

^Hobert C. Spiller, Willard Thorp, Thomas H. Johnson, 
and Henry Seidel Canby; eds.,Jkg_Literary,fflfe>CY-.Q£ the Ur^ed 
States. II {New York: The Macmillan Company, 1943),pfc#475.

^Hubbell, op.cit.. p.22.



claim to have always remarked in Whitman a spiritual in

tuition. Most critics, however, attest to the fact that 

the change was due in a large part to his gradually matur

ing imagination which was nourished on the experiences of 

his childhood, residing at deep levels within the poet’s 

mind.

At any rate, one of Whitman’s notebooks, dated as

early as 1847, now in the Library of Congress, depicts a

mass of confused, rhythmic, apocalyptic prose writing,

written during the same period as his best journalistic

pieces and completely different in style. Nothing in his

correspondence or his editorials show any relationship to

11the writing in the notebook.

It is impossible to explain by any final 
analysis this remarkable phenomenon of 
the unveiling of a genius and prophet in 
the mind of a busy and successful journal
ist.... There was a genius for absorption 
in his youth so sensible to both his phy
sical and his spiritual environment, and 
this genius became creative as soon as his 
rich but inchoate inner life felt the pres
sures of experience.12

His physical environment in early youth consisted 

mostly of the fields and beaches at Long Island. There, 

he would wile away hours delighting in the sense impressions 

of the fields, the sea and waves, fishing, and all that
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little boys revel in* "He never lost his childlike wonder 

or his boyish relish of sensory stimulation."^ Long Island 

was then a haven of green cornfields, flourishing orchards, 

sailing parties, clambakes, and chowder and fishing excur

sions. He wandered among the fishermen, farmers, pilots and 

baymen, fraternizing with them and always remaining impressed 

with their native good sense and self-reliance.^

Above all, Walt had a powerful love of the sea, which 

must be remembered when reading his poetry. He loved to read 

great poets, such as Shakespeare and Dante,within the sound 

of the sea, shouting out the verses to the tune of the waves. 

The sea’s influence on him is shown by the eminent place it 

holds in his poetry.

Later in Whitman’s life, when he had semi-settled 

down to journalism, he left his country haunts and became 

attached more to the city. He would leave his newspaper 

office, to saunter all over New York, curiously inspecting 

all aspects of the city, the wharves, the masses of people, 

the shapes of the houses.

"His real occupation was absorbing Impressions."15
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Wherever he went he took notes, jotting down dif

ferent moods, traits, sights and anecdotes. He frequented 

the theatres, watching the performances of the great 

Shakespearean actors and actresses of the day. He drank 

in the operatic music, moved as he always was by Rossini 

and Verdi. He later felt that the Leaves owed much of 

their style and form to the recitativeness of the Italian 

composers. He attended debates and lyceum lectures. In 

these years he gained a fervent respect for the human voice 

that he later attempted to communicate in his pages. He

especially loved the "enjnasse" with whom he used to jostle

16
in the crowded streets, preferring "the vitality of the

common people to the static and the complacent in American

society."17 And, as he told his friend Dr. Bucke,

Remember the book arose out of my life in 
Brooklyn and New York from 1333 to 1353# 
absorbing a million people, for fifteen 
years, with an intimacy, an eagerness, an 
abandon probably never equalled.15

In regard to Whitman*s spiritual environment, we

see that it is not easily defined, for so many influences

were brought to bear on the poet that his own spiritual

complexity is understandable. As a youth he was brought

up in a house not unused to radical liberalism, for his
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father, as before mentioned, was a close friend of the

Quaker minister, Elias Hicks.

In addition to reading Paine and admiring 
Elias, Walt’s father also owned and read 
Count Volney’s Ruins, an epitome of the 
political and Deistic philosophy of the 
French Revolution, and subscribed to the 
Free Inquirer, published by the notorious 
socialists Frances Wright and Robert Dale
Owen,1^

The Quaker influence, however, led him to take in

spiration seriously. When speaking of God, one spoke as 

one inspired, always to be heard, and the voice never sup

pressed. Whitman came to believe with them and the trans

cendentalist s that man could be God’s mouthpiece. ”If a 

man could be God’s mouthpiece, then God, so Whitman felt, 

must be manifest through man’s body and all its impulses 

as well as his soul.”2®

The revolutionary spirit in the air, expressing deep 

faith in the excellence of human nature and freedom from 

needless control, impressed itself deeply on the poet indeed, 

and, ’’fortunately he lived in the formative period of 

American national life before the idealism of the Revolution 

had degenerated into political opportunism.”21 He drank in
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the dream of expansion and was dominated by this idea in an 

unconquered continent.

With the expansionists of geography and of 
politics, of body and of soul, he definitely 
belonged from his earliest maturity to his 
death.^

Transcendentalism, idealistic and expansionistic in

nature, was, in Whitman’s formative years, at its peak. How 

much it influenced him is uncertain, but there can be no 

question of its influence. As he remarked himself, "I was 

simmering, simmering, simmering; Emerson brought me to a

vious, united with other tendencies 
much more personal to him, and emerged as a 
philosophy which neither Thoreau nor Emerson 
could accept as identical with their own. al
though they recognized the affiliation.2**-

Denied a formal intellectual discipline, he absorbed and 

then created his own original and dynamic philosophy which

Throughout his journalistic endeavors, books in

large quantity were accessible to him and doubtless he 

absorbed a great many of the ideas expressed in them.

No year passes that some scholar does not 
discover a new source of the Leaves in 
Michelet, Hegel, George Sand, Carlyle, A 
hundred more sources will be found, for the

22 Spiiler, et al., p, 472,

23 John Townsend Tro-wbridge, My Story; with Recollect— 
tLons of Noted Persons (Boston: Houghton Miff1in Company, 1903), 
pp. 366-367, as quoted in Allen, Handbook, p.30,

24 Spiiler, et al,, pp. 4S1-4S2,

boil."23

Whitman’s transcendental tendencies

found expression in his own individual personality,^

25 Stovall, op. cit.. p. xxxvi.



range, though not the depth, of the know
ledge recorded in Whitman*s notebooks is 
extraordinary." 26

Several of Whitman*s critics attest to the fact

th&t the long roots stretching back to childhood are a

"reasonable, if not a complete explanation of one of

the most surprising outbursts of genius in early middle

27age known in history."

Inseparable from Whitman*s personality, metaphysics, 

or poetry, is his profound love of America and its people.

That he loved America in her physical aspect is certain.

Cited earlier is his enjoyment of the country around which 

he was born and his passion for the busy New York where he 

worked. He admired the immigrants bringing their brawn to 

the new land and all the labors of expansion and pioneering. 

On his trip to and from New Orleans, he saw a great deal of 

America and furthered his appreciation for its rugged bigness.

He was not blind to the viciousness that ensued after 

thte Civil War, however, for that epoch has been described as 

the "dreadful decade," and the vast growth of commercialism, 

poverty, business, the exploited masses, money-greedy men,

— 2$——

2^Spiller, et al., p. 474. 

27Ibid.. p. 477.



class division, political corruption, wall-street hawks,

— all these things shocked and saddened Whitman but 

failed to discourage him in his dream of American democ

racy. He felt that America was merely passing through a 

stage prerequisite for its great future.

He repeated that he could never doubt the 
future of the country after living with the 
rank and file of the armies in the war, and 
he felt that America with its institutions 
could absorb all elements, good or bad, and 
turn the worst 3j$ek into the best, curses 
into blessings.^

This "rank and file" he dearly loved. He had a 

natural faith in the average man’s capacities, which had 

been suppressed in Europe but were freed in America, and 

he -preferred to think of men in the average. He saw in 

great men and women merely an extension of the common man, 

and "he never ceased to be shocked by the indifference of 

previous writers to the nobility of the ordinary people*"30 

He spoke for all persons,

I celebrate myself, and sing myself 
And what I assume — you shall assume,
For every atom belonging to me as good 
belongs to you.-*1
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for the Negro as well as the White,

The Negro holds firmly the reins of his four horses 
the block sways underneath on its tied-over 
chain, ....

I behold the picturesque giant and love him, and I 
do not stop there- 

I go with the team also.3"2

for the woman as well as the man,

I am the poet of the woman the same as the man,"^ 

and for the old, young, foolish and wise,

I am of old and young, of the foolish as much as 

the wise,

He looked on all men as brothers, united by the bond of 

love, embracing the whole of the American population, its 

freedom, freshness, decency, pride, independence, its turb

ulent good nature,and the clear eye that looks straight at 

you.

The eminent critic Van Wyck Brooks makes this state

ment about Leaves of Grass, that it

expressed the vitality of the Americans and 
their expanding nation, their thirst for 
liberty, their homogeneity, their pride and 
their compassion, while it offered the world 
good will in America’s name.35

Whitman had an exuberant optimism about America.

To him it expressed a newness, a unity and a solidarity
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33 Ibid.. p. 53,

34 Ibid.. p. 47,

35 Brooks, op. cit.. p. 190.



that was found nowhere else and was unconquerable.

Whitman had a passion for his native soil; 
he was hypnotized by the word America; he 
spent much of his mature life in brooding 
over the question, "What, after all, is an 
American, and what should an American poet 
be in our age of science and d e m o c r a c y . "36

Therefore, he believed that America should strike out separ

ately, and have an expression of its own in literature. He 

is perhaps the first to have so deeply absorbed and produced 

in his poetry the great and pulsating thing that he saw as 

the developing American idiom. He was, in contrast to 

Emerson, Thoreau, and Melville, less wedded to class or 

region, and wanted the wholeness of America expressed.

In the first Preface (to Leaves) ... Whitman 
proclaims what the American poet and his 
poetry should be like, and his duty, which is 
to give voice and leadership to the dream of 
a fully developed man in a continent mastered 
for the benefit of the people as a whole.

It must be remembered here, that Whitman*s allegiance 

was primarily to an idea that was potential in the United 

States but extremely far from realization. He mistakenly 

thought of the country in terms of isolation, the companion 

of "manifest destiny," and that all human problems in the 

future would be solved by American democracy, while Europe
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looked on with admiring eyes.38 Later on in his life, however,

Whitman became less arrogant and nationalistic and looked past 

America to embrace the world. He came to favor everything that 

broke down fences and brought together East and West.3<̂  At 

the same time he gradually came to value tradition and ceased to 

believe that America should break wholly with the past,^0

In his rather harsh criticism of America and its poets 

in America’s Coming of Age. Van Wyck Brooks pays Whitman this 

tribute:

On him iwhitmanj, the hitherto incompatible 
extremes of the American temperament were 
fused,...For having all the ideas of New 
England, being himself saturated with Emerson
ianism, he came up, from the other side with 
everything New England did not possess: quan
tities of rude emotion and a faculty of 
gathering humane experience almost as great 
as that of the hero of the Odyssey.

And again,

Whitman — how else can I express it? — 
precipitated the American character. All 
those things which had been separate, self- 
sufficient, incoordinate — action, theory, 
idealism, business — he cast into a 
crucible; and they emerged, harmonious and 
molten, in a fresh democratic ideal,,which 
is based upon the whole personality,^"

38 Percy H, Boynton, Literature and American Life(Boston 
Ginn and Company, 1936), p. 493•

39 Brooks, op, cit.. p. 256,
40 Ibid.. p, 137,

41 Van Wyck Brooks, America’s Coming of Age (New 
York: The Viking Press, 1915), pp» 112-113,

42 Ibid.. p. 113,



Of all the celebrated Americans in Whitman»s 

poetry, one in particular is most important and the subject 

of the poem later to be analyzed in this paper. During 

the war years, when Whitman was working amidst the soldiers 

in Washington hospitals, he came to deeply admire and love 

the President of the United States, Abraham Lincoln.

Lincoln had "become for Whitman a symbol of the Union, 

which he saw as «•« a symbol of the future of mankind."^

Although Whitman never met Lincoln, he became 

acquainted with him through observation and certainly, 

as was his habit, through absorbing into himself all 

that he had learned to know and to love in this great man — 

his attitudes, ideals, and the compassion and love of 

humanity he himself understood so well.

During one season, the President rode by Whitman 

nearly every day on his grey horse surrounded by cavalry

men with their sabres drawn.^ And Whitman grew to love 

him, as Gay Wilson Allen states, "almost as fervently as 

his own mother."45
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In his diary for October 31, and November 1, 1363, 

Whitman recorded:

October 31• Called at the President’s house, 
on John Hay — saw Mr. Lincoln standing, talk
ing to a gentleman, apparently a dear friend.

November 1. His face and manner have an ex
pression and are inexpressibly sweet — one 
hand on his friend’s shoulder, and the other 
holds,his hand. I love the President person
ally.

In his way Whitman had prophesied an Abraham Lincoln.

He exclaimed at the time of Fremont’s candidacy in 1356,

that it would please him to see some healthy, well-informed

pioneer, from the West stride over the Alleghanies and

walk into the White House, for instance, a blacksmith or

boatsman, who might have split rails. ^

Whitman, later was to be pleased when Lincoln became

President, and then to be profoundly grieved at the news of

his death. His death was

a personal grief to Whitman who had trusted 
in the President and relied on his skill 
when many did not, finding a certain kindred 
loneliness with him as a silent but compre
hending Great Companion on the Open Road of 
duty.

Whitman and Lincoln shared a positive faith in human

ity that Jefferson had shared with them and also a hope for
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the general welfare of mankind and a sympathy with peoples 

everywhere struggling for freedom,49

One might have said that in public life 
Lincoln represented what Whitman was ex
pressing in poetry in Leaves of Grass.
They stood for those "axioms of a free 
society" that Lincoln found in Jefferson 
and that Whitman touched with emotion 
and developed further.50

49 Brooks, Times, pp. 230-233*

50 Ibid.. p. 230.



POETRY

IV

All of the influences discussed in past chapters, 

the environmental elements touching Whitman — in the 

period in which he lived, in his personal life, associa

tions and attitudes — all of these poured themselves 

out, after long absorption and distillation within him

self, into his poetry. As a preliminary to the discussion 

of this communication of Whitman’s, known as Leaves of 

Grass, it would be well to make some general observations 

on poetry itself.

The problem of defining poetry is a perennial one. 

Someone once said, "Everyone knows what poetry is, yet no 

one can define it." In the history of literature, poetry 

hr? taken on many aspects — the root, shall we say, has 

sprouted many leaves.

Poetical movements have mainly ensued from contem

porary intellectual attitudes.

Poetry reacts easily and speedily to 
every slight change in the intellectual 
climate of the time ... it mirrors 
changing attitudes.*

1 David Daiches, Poetry and the Modern World 
(Chicago: University of Chicago’ Press, 1940), P* 29>3.
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In its expression and subject matter, then, poetry has 

changed often. The Renaissance period, with its intensity 

and far flung interests, expressed itself in almost as 

many different forms. In the Neo-Classical age, poetry 

occupied itself with men and manners, and confined it

self within the heroic couplet. In the Romantic age, 

poetry left men and manners and wandered into nature, 

there to delight itself in writing the lyric.

And so it is seen that in different ages poetry 

has taken various shapes. Yet, regardless of changing 

form or subject matter, poetry has remained poetry.

I have insisted rather on the variety of 
poetry, variety so great that all the 
kinds seem to have nothing in common ex
cept the rhythm of verse instead of the 
rhythm of prose: and that does not tell 
you much about poetry.2

In the midst of all this variety, however, there 

have remained universal attributes that apply, always and 

everywhere, to anything we can truly call a poem. Poetry, 

therefore, has sameness, oneness, as its essence, varia

tion as its accident.

The sameness of poetry —  those enduring universal 

qualities —  has been stated by the ancients and reiterated
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again and again by major theorists in different periods# 

Each applies the variation to his own time, the idiom of 

that age, but about the essence he does not waver.

The ancients in explaining the essence of poetry

gave to posterity principles that have stood the test of

time. As J. W. K. Atkins puts it,

These ancient critics grasped firmly the 
main problems of art; they set forth for 
the first time many of the basic princi
ples which underlie literary excellence.
And many of the things said were said in 
final fashion; they could never again be 
put so simply and convincingly.^

Aristotle, probably the most famous critic of all times, de

fined poetry for all ages as a mode of imitation.^ By 

imitation he meant, "The representation of the universal
5

characteristics of human life and thought. in the famous 

speech to the players, Hamlet reminds them that poetry 

should "hold the mirror up to nature. "6 Wordsworth, in

—38—
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5 Atkins, op. cit.. p r 103-
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the Romantic Age, again says the same thing! "Poetry is 

the image of man and nature."?

The poet, then, is a maker who forms the total ex

perience that is the poem. This experience is communicable, 

as all art must be. The recreation and communication, then, 

of the poet’s experience lies at the very heart of the nature 

of the creative process. It is "in a sense, an imitation 

of the creative act of God Himself."^ To the poet Gerard 

Manley Hopkins, this experience was all important in poetry. 

He asserted with all the major critics, the truth that lang

uage was only the mould in which to express the experience.?

The intellect, because it is a higher faculty than

the appetitive, must occupy the highest place in the poem, 

and even though a poem contains beautiful images, a delight

ful meter, rhyme, and deep emotion, the thought must be 

supreme in order for it to attain greatness.^ It follows, 

then, that the greater the thought, the greater the poem.
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Further, the thought contained must be expressed in language 

and method befitting it; otherwise, the poem becomes ridicu

lous, as did the insipidly prancing rhyme of Southey in "The 

Old Man’s Comforts, ’1 which contained the noble thought of 

God’s care for the aged who have in youth kept His law. This

is an example of the violation of what Aristotle and Cicero

11
called Decorum —  the propriety and expression of thought.

As we look more closely at the great poetry of the 

ages, we find that poetry, in its re-creation of the exper

ience of life, is a great teacher —  but never directly.

The twin aim of poetry is to teach and to delight. One can

not exist without the other and still remain p o e t r y . 12 

Many poets have confused this essentialcf poetry and have 

thus fallen into didacticism —  or, at the other extreme, 

into mere ornateness of style. A modern authority on poetry 

says:

Let us make the perpetual compromise and 
assume that poetry teaches through delight
ing . . . that poetry teaches by transfer
ring from creator to reader an interpreted 
experience. Call it simply communication

-40-
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If you will.'1'3

Poetry, then, in its best and widest significance,

can, through its teaching function, do much in developing

the whole person in relation to himself, his fellowman,

and the universe. Another present day critic states that

Poetry’s concern is with experience.
We all have an inner need to live more 
deeply and fully and with greater aware
ness, to know the experience of others 
and to know better our own experience.!^-

And so the sameness of poetry does not differ, al

though the method will vary, and different modes of expres^ 

sion will appeal to different generations. The form of 

the poem is intimately connected with the environment in 

which it is born. As Trotsky wrote in his Literature and 

Revolution:

Artistic creation is always a complicated 
turning inside out of old forms, under the 
influence of new stimuli which originate 
outside of art. In this large sense of the 
word, art is a handmaiden. It is not a 
disembodied element feeding on itself, but 
a function of social man indissolubly tied 
to his life and environment.

13 Donald A. Stauffer, The Golden Nightingale 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1949), p. &L,

14 Laurence Perrine, Sound and SensedHarcourt. 
Brace and Company, 1949), P* 9*

15 Leon Trotsky, Literature and Revolution, as 
quoted in Eliot, op. cit.. pp.



But a different form does not change a poem into a prose 

work or some other genre of literature. Furthermore, 

mechanical devices, for example, are poetic in the only 

sense which can be legitimates because of a relation to 

the total effect of the poem itself. At its core, poetry 

remains poetry.

One of the old fallacies in poetic recognition is 

mistaking the poetic accident for its essence. As Perrine 

says,

You may have been taught to believe that 
poetry can be recognized by the arrangement 
of its lines on the page or by its use of 
rime and meter. Such superficial tests are 
almost worthless.1?

The essence of poetry has been discussed here in 

order to show that the subject of this paper, Walt Whitman, 

is a true poet, since his work contains those enduring 

qualities noted above. He has often been accused of not 

writing poetry because of the lack of meter and rhyme.

The present writer would like to point out that meter and 

rhyme are only the accidents of poetry, and not of its 

essence, and that Whitman’s poetry possesses all of the 

universal characteristics which make poetry to be what 

it is, although he was expressing himself in a manner not
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known before, was indeed himself a kind of sounding-board 

for young modern America, writing, as he did, in an entire

ly new idiom: free verse.

Walter Whitman is the first great poet, excepting

perhaps the Biblical poets, to write in free verse.

Whitman is the first great poet, who 
from feeling, or, as he would have it, 
from conviction and on principle, wrote 
unrhymed and unequal measures.

Perhaps, in this verse, he has discovered the true American

idiom, for what he endeavored to find was a medium in which

to express all the breadth and height that was America in

her rugged individualism.

What Whitman sought was a medium in 
which he could express satisfactorily the 
expansive soul and the expansive mind 
and body of democratic man developing 
in a new continent and forming a new and 
different society.19

As noted above, for each age the form of poetry chang

es, necessarily, to express the attitudes of the day. Whitman 

caught these attitudes in the unchecked freedom of his verse, 

mirroring in it the spirit of the age, with its new democ

racy, which demanded a new kind of poetry to express itself 

properly,

18 John Macy, The Spirit of American Literature 
(New York: Boni and Liveright, lc)l3 J, "p* 2'34.

19 Spiller, op. cit.. p. 491.
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His conviction that he had something new 
to say and describe impelled him to break 
away from orthodoxy in order to get an 
idiom which was fresh on his tongue and so 
could be personal and sincere. He needed 
to be free and lavish like his subject mat
ter. *0

When discussing Whitman’s absorptive quality, it 

was noted that he flooded himself with the immediate age. 

In doing this, he could find nothing but impatience for 

the petty rhymes being written all around him. They 

were not American. They were, to him, merely imitations 

of what had proceeded from Europe in previous ages. rtDo

you call those genteel little creatures American poets?"

21he asked. America was too large, and free and spon

taneous to confine itself to meter and rhyme —  his love 

for America’s magnitude could only express itself in free 

verse.

Thus,

in a true sense, Whitman’s style may 
be called functional. It was admirably 
adapted to describe the immigrant and 
emigrant America on the move, the still 
unshaped landscape of a new continent, 
the energy and romance of pioneering, 
the dreams of a nation sure of an illim
itable future and the revolutionary ideas 
of modern civilization finding their 
greatest release in this same America. 22

20 Ibid.

21 Ludwig Lewisohn, The Story of American Litera
ture. (New York: Random House, Inc., ±939), p. i9$*

22 Spiiler, et al, pp. 492-493*



The critic- is saying here i*s that Whitman had a propriety

of expression to thought. His vast theme rolls forth in

vast rhythms and grandiose phrases, Macy also asserts

this decorum when he says,

Whitman’s rhythms flow with his thought 
and emotion; they are part of his thought; 
the intermerging of sound and idea is the 
miracle that happens in all true poetry,23

And although Whitman himself believed that thought should 

govern in poetry and that the expression should be appro

priate to that thought, the adjustment of thought and ex

pression was not always made. In any poet with a generous 

output this defect is seen, Whitman, as all poets, can 

only be judged by his best poetry, which is as character

istic of him as Shakespeare’s late blank verse.

Leaves of Grass, which contains all of Whitman’s 

poetry, is the poet’s life work. It constituted something 

new in poetry, and as mentioned earlier was not well 

received at first by the public. wNo new style, whatever 

its merits, ever seems transparent to people who are used 

to looking through something elsei<2̂

This work is not a mere collection of poems, rather 

a unit that evolved throughout the course of the author’s 

life. In each edition, Whitman added poems to the original
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—in

version without breaking sequence. Its unusual composition 

is a progression, a development,

It is not at any time, even in its ninth 
edition, a complete articulated book. It 
Is a becoming, in which the imaginative 
concept of the whole is to be found in 
the beginning, a whole which expands and 
gains power and control like a man’s body, 
and which ceases, not because there is no 
more growth possible, but because death 
ends it,2'

Macy says of the Leaves that it is not a

fortuitous collection of passing moods and 
detached visions, but a total confession 
of a man’s poetic faith, the end seen from 
the beginning, all perfectly articulate and 
wrought patiently.2f)

The Leaves of Grass would appear then to be the 

work of a pioneer. Its originality of form, subject matter, 

and composition, mark it as one of those books appearing at 

intervals of time and bearing the mark of genius, but because 

they are the work of a pioneer, also wearing defects.

The "In that Whitman celebrates in his continuous 

poem, is often taken literally and thus mistakenly to al

ways mean Whitman himself. He was a symbolist and his 

poetry can only be understood if his symbolism Is under

stood. He could not

convey the unexpressed or the inexpres
sible except by indirect means, which we 
now recognize as a trend in modern art.
One result was that his symbols were 
discussed in terms of their direct and

25 Spiller, et al., p. 486,

26 Macy, op, cit,. p, 222 >
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prosalc (and often indecent) meanings, 
rather than of their indirect and poet
ical significance,2?

It is not unusual for a poet, however, to identify himself 

with someone or something, like Shelley, who identified 

himself with the Skylark in his famous poem. And so 

Whitman identifies himself, through his own personality, 

with man and the universe: "I am the hounded slave1*; 

nI am the mashed fireman with breast-bone broken"; HI 

am the man, I suffered and was there"; Not a youngster 

is taken for larceny but I go up too, and am tried and 

sentenced"; "I tramp a perpetual journey"* Whitman has 

a sympathy with all human joys and sorrows, and this 

produces the identification.

To analyze Whitman’s style of free verse is a 

highly technical subject on which nothing definitive yet 

has been written, and is impossible to do here, "It can

not receive a final technical evaluation until we have 

made more scientific progress in the analysis of rhythms.2^ 

It can be noted, however, that the poet used poetical 

devices rather cleverly. His poetry, for instance, con

tains much assonance and internal rhyme; it shows a gen

eral trochaic and dactyllic pattern, and also a subtle use 

of repetition and the caesura. His style "is unmistakable.

27 Spiiler, et al., p. 493-

28 Perry, op. cit., p. 202.



It can be parodied and imitated, but not reproduced. It 

is original because it is Walt’s own#"29 Macy claims 

that Walt’s originality lies in the use he made of the 

meters he chose and not at all in the fact or the de

gree of their technical difference from other p o e t r y . 3 0  

Whitman took to himself the public aspect of 

poetry, that of the poet as a prophet. He communicated 

no sterile information, but through delighting he pro

posed to "free, arouse, dilate” the individual. He aimed 

to fill a man ”with vigorous and clean manliness, relig

iousness, and give him good heart as a radical possession 

and habit.”3!

With the natural dogmatism of a good 
teacher, he held certain views concern
ing the function of the individual, the 
function of the United States, and the 
joyful message of these States to the 
world. The value of those viexvs is 
very slightly affected by the disreput
able questions about his technical craft- 
manship as a poet.

The important thing about poetry is its entering 

into the common consciousness, there to exercise its 

function of raising the emotions and enlivening the im

agination by the communication of experience. If it 

does this, there is hardly room for debate.

29 Spiller, et al., p. 491«

30 Macy, op. cit.. p. 234*

31 Whitman , as quoted in Macy, op. cit.. p.299.

32 Bliss Perry, Walt Whitman (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1906), p. -300-.
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This, Whitman’s best lines and a few 
whole poems increasingly do, while 
the catchier meters of so many of his 
American contemporaries are already 
dropping out of memory.33
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WHEN LILACS LAST IN THE DOORYARD BLOOM’D

1

When lilacs last in the dooryard bloom’d,
And the great star early droop’d in the western sky in the 

night,
I mourn’d, and yet shall mourn with ever-returning spring.

Ever-returning spring, trinity sure to me you bring,
Lilac blooming perennial and drooping star in the west,
And thought of him I love,

2

0 powerful western fallen start
0 shades of night —  0 moody, tearful nightI
0 great star disappear’d —  0 the black murk that hides the 

star J
0 cruel hands that hold me powerless —  0 helpless soul of 

met
0 harsh surrounding cloud that will not free my soul.

3

In the dooryard fronting an old farm-house near the white
wash’d palings,

Stands the lilac-bush tall-growing with heart-shaped leaves 
of rich green,

With many a pointed blossom rising delicate, with the 
perfume strong I love,

With every leaf a miracle —  and from this bush in the door
yard,

With delicate-color’d blossoms and heart-shaped leaves of 
rich green,

A sprig with its flower I break.

4

In the swamp in secluded recesses,
A shy and hidden bird is warbling a song.

V
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Solitary the thrush,
The hermit withdrawn to himself, avoiding the settlements, 
Sings by himself a song.

Song of the bleeding throat,
Death’s outlet song of life, (for well dear brother I know. 
If thou wast not granted to sing thou wouldfst surely die.)

5

Over the breast of the spring, the land, amid cities.
Amid lanes and through old woods, where lately the violets 

peep’d from the ground, spotting the gray debris,
Amid the grass in the fields each side of the lanes, passing 

the endless grass,
Passing the yellow-spear’d wheat, every grain from its 

"shroud in the dark-brown fields uprisen,
Passing the apple-tree blows of white and pink in the 

orchards,
Carrying a corpse to where it shall rest in the grave,
Night and day journeys a coffin.

6

Coffin that passes through lanes and streets,
Through day and night with the great cloud darkening the 

land,
With the pomp of the inloop’d flags with the cities draped 

in black,
With the show of the States themselves as of crape-veil’d 

women standing,
With processions long and winding and the flambeaus of the 

night,
With the countless torches lit, with the silent sea of 

faces and the unbared heads,
With the waiting depot, the arriving coffin, and the sombre 

faces,
With dirges through the night, with the thousand voices 

rising strong and solemn,
With all the mournful voices of the dirges pour’d around 

the coffin,
The dim-lit churches and the shuddering organs —  where 

amid these you journey,
With the tolling tolling bells’ perpetual clang,
Here, coffin that slowly passes,
I give you my sprig of lilac.
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7

(Nor for you, for one alone,
Blossoms and branches green to coffins all I bring,
For fresh as the morning, thus would I chant a song 

for you 0 sane and sacred death.

All over bouquets of roses
0 death, I cover you over with roses and early lilies,
But mostly and now the lilac that blooms the first, 
Copious I break, I break the sprigs from the bushes,
With loaded arms I come, pouring for you,
For you and the coffins all of you 0 death.)

| 8

0 western orb sailing the heaven,
Now I know what you must have meant as a month since

I walk’d,
As I walk’d in silence the transparent shadowy night,
As I saw you had something to tell as you bent to me 

night after night,
As you droop’d from the sky low down as if to my side, 

(while the other stars all look’d on,)
As we wander’d together the solemn night, (for some

thing I know not what kept me from sleep,)
As the night advanced, and I saw on the rim of the west 

how full you were of woe,
As I stood on the rising ground in the breeze in the 

cool transparent night,
As I watch’d where you pas’d and was lost in the nether- 

ward black of the night,
As my soul in its trouble dissatisfied sank, as where 

you sad orb,
Concluded, dropt in the night, and was gone.

9

Sing on there in the swamp,
0 singer bashful and tender, I hear your notes, I hear

your call,
1 hear, I come presently, I understand you.
But a moment I linger, for the lustrous star has detain’d 

me,
The star my departing comrade holds and detains me.

10

0 how shall I warble myself for the dead one there I 
loved?

And how shall I deck my song for the large sweet soul 
that has gone?
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And what shall my perfume be for the grave of him I 
love?

Sea-winds blown from east and west,
Blown from the Eastern sea and blown from the Western sea, 

till there on the prairies meeting,
These and with these and the breath of my chant,
1*11 perfume the grave of him I love.

11

0 what shall I hang on the chamber walls?
And what shall the pictures be that I hang on the walls,
To adorn the burial-house of him I love?

Pictures of growing spring and farms and homes,
With the Fourth-month eve at sundown, and the gray smoke 

lucid and bright,
With floods of the yellow gold and the gorgeous, indolent, 

sinking sun, burning, expanding the air,
With the fresh sweet herbage under foot, and the pale green 

leaves of the trees prolific,
In the distance the flowing glaze, the breast of the river, 

with a wind-dapple here and there,
With ranging hills on the banks, with many a line against 

the sky, and shadows,
And the city at hand with dwellings so dense, and stacks 

of chimneys,
And all the scenes of life and the workshops, and the 

workmen homeward returning.

12

Lo, body and soul —  this land,
My own Manhattan with spires, and the sparkling and hurry

ing tides, and the ships,
The varied and ample land, the South and the North in the 

light, Ohio’s shores and flashing Missouri,
And ever the far-spreading prairies cover’d with grass 

and corn.

Lo, the most excellent sun so calm and haughty,
The violet and purple morn with just-felt breezes,
The gentle soft-born measureless light,
The miracle spreading bathing all, the fulfill’d noon,
The coming eve delicious, the welcome night and the stars, 
Over my cities shining all, enveloping man and land*
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13

Sing on, sing on you gray-brown bird,
Sing from the swamps, the recesses, pour your chant from 

the bushes,
Limitless out of the dusk, out of the cedars and pines. 
Sing on dearest brother, warble your reedy song,
Loud human song, with voice of uttermost woe.

0 liquid and free and tenderI
0 wild and loose to my soul —  0 wondrous singerI
You only I hear —  yet the star holds me, (but will soon 

depart,)
Yet the lilac with mastering odor holds me.

14

Now while I sat in the day and look*d forth 
In the close of the day with its light and the fields of 

spring, and the farmers preparing their crops,
In the large unconscious scenery of my land with its 

lakes and forests,
In the heavenly aerial beauty, (after the perturb’d winds 

and the storms,)
Under the arching heavens of the afternoon swift passing 

and the voices of children and women,
The many-moving sea-tides, and I saw the ships how they 

sail’d,
And the summer approaching with richness, and the fields 

all busy with labor,
And the infinite separate houses, how they all went on, 

each with its meals and minutia of daily usages,
And the streets how their throbbings throb b*d, and the 

cities pent —  lo, then and there,
Falling upon them all and among them all, enveloping me 

with the rest,
Appear’d the cloud, appear’d the long black trail,
And I knew death, its thought, and the sacred knowledge 

of death.

Then with the knowledge of death as walking one side of 
me,

And the thought of death close-walking the other side of 
me,

And I in the middle as with companions, and as holding the 
hands of companions,

1 fled forth to the hiding receiving night that talks not, 
Down to the shores of the water, the path by the swamp in

the dimness,
To the solemn shadowy cedars and ghostly pines so still.
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And the singer so shy to the rest receiv’d me,
The gray-brown bird I know receiv’d us comrades three,
And he sang the carol of death, and a verse for him I love.

From deep secluded recesses,
From the fragrant cedars and the ghostly pines so still, 
Came the carol of the bird.

And the charm of the carol rapt me,
As I held as if by their hands my comrades in the night,
And the voice of my spirit tallied the song of the bird.

Come lovely and soothing death,
Undulate round the world, serenely arriving, arriving,
In the day, in the night, to all, to each,
Sooner or later delicate death.

Prais’d be the fathomless universe,
For life and joy, and for objects and knowledge curious,
And for love, sweet love —  but praise! praise! praise!
For the sure-enwinding arms of cool-enfolding death.

Dark mother always gliding near with soft feet,
Have none chanted for thee a chant of fullest welcome?
Then I chant it for thee, I glorify thee above all,
I bring thee a song that when thou must indeed come, come 

unfalteringly.

Approach strong deliveress,
When it is so, when thou hast taken them I joyously sing 

the dead,
Lost in the loving floating ocean of thee,
Laved in the flood of thy bliss 0 death.

From me to thee glad serenades,
Dances for thee I propose saluting thee, adornments and 

feastings for thee,
And the sights of the open landscape and the high-spread 

sky are fitting,
And life and the fields, and the huge and thoughtful night. 
The night in silence under many a star,
The ocean shore and the husky whispering wave whose voice

I know,
And the soul turning to thee 0 vast and well-veil’d death, 
And the body gratefully nestling close to thee.

Over the tree-tops I float thee a song,
Over the rising and sinking waves, over the myriad fields 

and the prairies wide,
Over the dense-pack’d cities all and the teeming wharves 

and ways,
I float this carol with joy, with joy to thee 0 death.
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15

To the tally of ray soul,
Loud and strong kept up the gray-brown bird,
With pure deliberate notes spreading filling the night.

Loud in the pines and cedars dim,
Clear in the*freshness moist and the swarap-perfume,
And I with my comrades there in the night.

While my sight that was bound in my eyes unclosed,
As to long panoramas of visions.

And I saw askant the armies,
I saw as in noiseless dreams hundreds of battle-flags,
Borne through the smoke of the battles and pierc’d with 

missiles I saw them,
And carried hither and yon through the smoke, and torn 

and bloody,
And at last but a few shreds left on the staffs, (and 

all in silence,)
And the staffs all splinter’d and broken.

I saw battle-corpses, myriads of them,
And the white skeletons of young men, I saw them,
I saw the debris and debris of all the slain soldiers of 

the war,
But I saw they were not as was thought,
They themselves were fully at rest, they suffer’d not,
The living remain’d and suffer’d, the mother suffer’d,
And the wife and the child and the musing comrade suffer’d, 
And the armies that remain’d suffer’d.

16

Passing the visions, passing the night,
Passing, unloosing the hold of my comrades’ hands,
Passing the song of the hermit bird and the tallying song 

of my soul,
Victorious song, death’s outlet song, yet varying ever- 

altering song,
As low and wailing, yet clear the notes, rising and falling, 

flooding the night,
Sadly sinking and fainting, as warning and warning, and 

yet again bursting with joy,
Covering the earth and filling the spread of the heaven,
As that powerful psalm in the night I heard from recesses, 
Passing, I leave thee lilac with heart-shaped leaves,
I leave thee there in the door-yard, blooming, returning 

with spring.
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I cease from my song for thee,
From my gaze on thee in the west, fronting the west, 

communing with thee,
0 comrade lustrous with silver face in the night,

let each to keep and all, retrievements out of the
night,

The song, the wondrous chant of the gray-brown bird,
And the tallying chant, the echo arous’d in my soul,
With the lustrous and drooping star with the countenance 

full of woe,
With the holders holding my hand nearing the call of the 

bird,
Comrades mine and I in the midst, and their memory ever 

to keep, for the dead I loved so well,
For the sweetest, wisest soul of all my days and lands —  

and this for his dear sake,
Lilac and star and bird twined with the chant of my soul, 
There in the fragrant pines and the cedars dusk and dim.
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Whitman’s masterpiece "When Lilacs Last in the Door

yard Bloom’d" is an elegy on the death of his beloved 

President Lincoln; like most elegies it does not mention 

the deceased by name. It is a beautiful threnody, con

structed in part on the analogy of recitative and aria in 

opera. It combines thought, deep and sincere emotion, 

decorum, music, and symbolism, and chants from beginning to 

end the progress of his grief. Swinburne was to call the 

poem the "most sonorous nocturne ever chanted in the church 

of the world. "■*■

The three main symbols in the poem are chosen from 

Spring —  the time of the year in which the death occured, 

and are brilliantly interwoven throughout the piece like 

motifs in music.

The poem does not need, for understanding, a know

ledge of its background. It stands, as all good poetry 

must, alone, an entity completely comprehensible in itself. 

But the personal background is interesting here, and helps 

us to unite the overshadowing figure of Whitman with the 

poem itself —  this we have seen to be peculiarly distinct

ive of Whitman’s poetry.

The poet, in the months before the assassination, had 

been emotionally distraught. His brother was imprisoned, 

and this caused Walt much anxiety. The war drawing to a

1. A.C. Swinburne, William Blake (London, 1868),
P* 337, as quoted in Allen .""Solitary Singer, p. 392.



close was a strong excitement to the poet, and his days 

were filled with the pains and sorrows of the wounded for 

whom he cared in the Washington hospitals. All served 

to build a tension in the poet that made him particularly 

sensitive to his physical and mental environment.

When, a month before the death of Lincoln, an unus

ually brilliant star appeared, hanging as if suspended in 

the sky for several nights, Walt took it to be an omen.

The smell of the night was fresh with spring and the odor 

of lilacs, and in the night the sad wail of the bugle called 

reminding Walt of the wounded boys whom he loved.

When the news of the President’s death was received, Walt, 

in retrospect, recognized the omen to be one of tragedy.

The lilac, representing in the poem the poet’s love 

of the dead Lincoln, was ever to be connected in Whitman’s 

mind with Lincoln. During earlier days in Washington, when 

Walt would sit on the porch of a friend’s house talking and 

enjoying the scent of the lilac bush, Lincoln would pass 

on his way to the country ■where he was then staying.

Later, the casket in which he was laid was banked with 

that flower which was in full bloom. And thus scent, sight^ 

and sound are blended in Walt’s mind as he mourns.

In Section 1, the symbols of lilac and star are in

troduced, together with "thought of him I love" (later to 

merge with the third symbol —  the song of the thrush).
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In the first section, then9is the basis of the entire 

poem: the trinity whose function it is ever to remind 

the poet of the dead President, and through which his 

mourning expresses itself in the elegy.

In Section 2, the poet looks for the star (Lincoln) 

that has disappeared and is hidden by a "black murk,"

The poet feels helpless and powerless in the face of this 

lossj he finds himself engulfed by a "cloud" (grief) that 

will not free his soul from its all-permeating presence.

In Section 3, the lilac (his love for Lincoln) 

stands tall and green bearing "heart-shaped" leaves of 

love, redolent with the "perfume strong I love." The 

poet breaks off a sprig with its flower.

In Section 4, the"solitary thrush" is heard sing

ing his "song of a bleeding throat" in the recesses of 

the swamp.

In Section 5, the procession of the funeral train 

begins its long trip from Washington to Springfield, 

Illinois (though the actual places are not named). The 

poet pict'’~<3s the coffin passing on its westward journey 

with the crowds thronging to behold the passing train.

As it passes, the poet gives the symbolic "sprig of 

lilac", and blossoms of roses and lilies but mostly 

lilacs, for all the dead.
i

In Section S, the poet returns again in memory to 

the star that he had seen before the assassination, and
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he broods over its premonition which he now fully under

stands.

In Section 9, he calls his departed comrade a star 

and tells the thrush that he hears him and will come pres

ently. Thus begins the dramatic struggle between star 

(personal grief) and song (philosophic acceptance).

In Section 11, the poet asks "What pictures shall I 

hang" on the walls of the tomb? Whitman had been impressed 

by the fact of the tomb decorations of the Egyptian pharoahs. 

But instead of elaborate decorations for the "pharoah" of 

America —  Whitman chooses simple scenes from American life, 

the democratic way of life which is the "body and soul" of 

that America the poet and President alike loved so well.

And as the poet paints America in her spring and farm life, 

he reflects that life carries on in spite of death.

The pictures continue into Section 12, and in 14, 

after again addressing the thrush in 13.

In Section 14, the poet receives two companions, the 

knowledge of death (death as a fact in nature) and the 

thought of death (loss of a personal loved one through death). 

He clasps them by the hands and flees into the night and 

recesses of the swamp to drink deeply of the carol of death. 

Here his soul in unison with the song of the bird sings of 

triumphant death. In this mood he envisions the recent war 

with its suffering and dying, but he is consoled by the 

thought that all these are now at rest.
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In Section 16, he unlooses the grasp of his comrade’s 

hands, passes the lilac blooming in the dooryard, passes 

the star in the west whose aspect has changed from fallen 

to "lustrous with silver face," and comes to a final rec

onciliation with death. The poem ends on a note of final 

remembrance and peace.

Whitman, however, is more than expressing the death 

of a loved one; he is picturing,in their perennial process

es, the truths of life, death, and Resurrection, The 

fact that Lincoln died between Good Friday and Easter 

Sunday served to suggest this strongly in the poet. The 

pathos of death in a world bursting with new life is strong

ly perceived, yet there is ultimate triumph bound up with 

this pathos. Rest, peace, regeneration, are the ultimate 

meaning of Easter Sunday, as the season of spring in na

ture regularly reminds us. Thus the Spring and the sym

bols chosen are superbly appropriate to Whitman’s theme. 

Spring is woven in its fine array throughout the poems. 

Everywhere lilacs are blooming and the world is filled 

with the scent of them; the wheat is rising golden in the 

field, and the apple orchards are a maze of white and pink. 

Passing through the freshness and sweetness of spring,

"night and day journeys a coffin." And in this way, life 

and death are placed side by side throughout the entire 

length of the poem. The "hermit thrush" also suggests 

spring and new birth, yet he is wearing a coat of grey- 

brown.
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To Whitman, the meaning of life is death. It is 

ever consoling —  a strong deliveress. a mother. He re

minds us that it is inevitable, that it comes to every

one, depriving no one. Developed throughout the poem 

is the thought that while experiencing life, one also ex

periences death, which alone gives life meaning and pro

fundity.

The carol of the bird to death is the song of the 

poet’s soul, and the song of every individual soul, sing

ing the goodness and universal necessity of death as a 

natural process.

The sprig represents in mythology the "golden 

bough," or resurrection, and so the poet offers his sym

bolical sprig, blooming in the "ever-returning spring," 

to the passing coffin.

Star and coffin combine with lilac and budding 

America, with bird song and sprig to convey the theme, set

ting, tone, diction, imagery, and structure, of this, 

Whitman’s masterpiece.

The poem reveals its masterful logic and unity —

despite its powerful emotion, or largely, perhaps, because
2

of it —  in, for one thing, the structural divisions into
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which it falls. The first of the three main divisions 

(1-8) is the expression of what seems to be inconsola

ble grief. In this section the three main symbols unite 

to paint a picture of terrible depression and woe in 

nature, in the poet, and in America, suggesting the great

ness of the man mourned.

The second division is transitional. The opposed 

attraction of the star (personal grief of Whitman for his 

dead comrade) and the song (philosophical acceptance of 

death) compete for the poet’s attention and create the 

dramatic tension that is not broken until the end (16), 

when the pull is polarized by the full understanding of 

death, the poet*3 reconciliation with it, and his faith 

in resurrection.

The poem is intricately interwoven throughout into 

one unity by the three main symbols which are at first 

briefly advanced, then developed in turn, and finally sum

marized. In the end they are gently mentioned again as 

constant, though peaceful*reminders of the great man 

moui'nau •

The great unity of the poem is strengthened by 

Whitman’s use of diction. He chooses richly connotative 

words that give a magnificent force to his powerful feel

ings, which seem to be transferred, white-hot, into the 

poem.
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Several words are repeated throughout the poem, to 

point up their inseparableness from the theme, and to build 

and emphasize the emotion from beginning to end. In the 

phrase "drooping star," for example, drooping connotes a 

star laden with the burden of a message (the coming death 

of Lincoln) that is so over-poweringly woeful that it is 

unable to hold itself in proper position and hangs as if 

suspended. The star comes to be hidden by "black murk" —  

an intensely strong and ugly phrase suggesting impenetra

bility and mystery. The poet’s grief throughout is pic

tured as dark and sullen: "black-murk," "harsh surrounding 

cloud," "tearful night," "0 Shades of night."

The symbol of the poet’s love of Lincoln, the lilac. 

is a sweet "delicate" flower with "heart-shaped leaves," 

connoting a preciousness and sweetness. The leaves are a 

rich green, implying the fruitfulness and abundance of 

the love. It stands tall in the courtyard, proud as love 

should be, with the fragrance of a strong perfume —  an 

enduring love.

The bird is hidden and alone, emphasizing the desire 

of the grieved for solitude, where in the recesses of the 

swamp he can sing his carol loud and clear until the cath

arsis of ultimate understanding is achieved. His song is 

that of a "bleeding throat." Bleeding, the present parti

ciple, states definitely that the wound is still fresh, The 

connotation of pain is given here: pain that is pouring
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itself forth in the song of the bird.

When Whitman pictures the funeral train, his sen

tences, rhythm, and diction combine to give the effect of 

journeying. This impression of motion, almost as if one 

were riding in the actual funeral train itself, is sug

gested by the words "Over.*.Amid...through.•.Amid...pass

ing. ..Passing...Passing...Carrying.” Then, "through.- 

With... With...countless...sea of faces...With...arriving... 

With...through...rising...with...pour’d...around.,. 

poured...perpetual...passes^'and by the swift Kaleidscopic 

movement of the varied topography of the land (Section 5 & 6).

For the chief purpose of this paper, Section 16 has 

been chosen for more detailed analysis, since it is the 

most representative part of the whole poem,*sd in which 

the entire impact of the theme culminates. Division 16 is 

really, the poem in miniature, re-echoing and recalling, 

as it does, the words and symbols so tightly woven through®** 

the whole. As has been stated before, the theme consists 

in the grief of the poet brought on by the death of a loved 

one, which was finally resolved by the peace that comes 

through acceptance and understanding. The poet uses the 

utmost care in the choosing of his diction, which the 

author will discuss within the framework of the structure 

in this section to show how the connotations of the diction
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bring full force to his theme.

The poet has just listened to the song of the bird, 

and the conflict between woe and acceptance in his soul is 

beginning to ebb with the realization of the consolation 

that death can bring. He leaves his visions of the dead 

and his symbols of death, and when the coffin comes to the 

end of its long journey and is finally laid to rest, the 

poet is at peace, as is the dead President.

The first word in this section is Passing. This 

word is used four times in the first three lines, immed

iately evoking the image of the journey of the dead Pres

ident. But the word Passing is now used in relation to 

the poet himself who has traveled, in his soul, his own 

journey of woe. Again motion is suggested, but motion on 

a different level: it has now advanced from the physical 

funeral train to the progress of the poet’s soul in its 

quest for the understanding of death.

The poet does not drive away the night, the vis

ions, or his companions, but he passes them. This connotes 

a transcending: they still remain, but the poet rises above 

them.

Unloosing is a gentle word. The poet does not 

reject or yank away, but tenderly unclasps the hold of 

the grief symbols, and continues by them. Again passing 

is suggested by the word unloosing, as understanding



begins to come to the poet.

The poet recalls the hermit thrush and its song, 

which he finally recognizes as victorious. let it is, at 

first, also low and wailing. Then clear, then rising and 

falling. warning and warning, and finally bursting with .joy. 

It is interesting to see how the poet uses these words 

here in order to truly re-create the nature of his grief, 

and the progress of his struggle from woe and lack of 

understanding to peace. He does this skilfully by the use 

of the above indicated words, and all by indirection, through 

describing the variations in the song of the thrush.

The song of the bird is flooding the night, connot

ing the all-pervading fact of death in nature. It seems 

to be capturing all in its force, implying not only (again, 

contrast) the universal quality of death, but also an over

all light and peace (which comes to the poet in his final 

understanding of death). And again the poet pictures death 

as ”covering the earth” and ”filling the spread of heaven” 

like a protective, soothing mother.

The bird’s song of death is now called a psalm, 

suggesting directly religious meaning, and sacredness. It 

is a prayer, powerful in the night, rising up to heaven and 

tallying with the poet’s soul. Filling and covering combine 

with flooding to suggest again death’s enveloping quality, 

and the peace and light which have come to the poet.
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In the next line the poet’s soul is continuing 

its journey, and as it left the thrush, it leaves the 

lilac. The impression of the lilac has not changed. It 

still stands in the dooryard with "heart-shaped leaves," 

as it did in Section 3. The poet here expresses the immuta

bility of love. This dominant impression of the lilac is 

sustained throughout the poen. It is enhanced by the 

bright words that surround it; whereas in contrast, the 

other two symbols are always connected with the phrase 

"in the night," that is enwrapped in death, mystery. 

Whitman’s love for Lincoln has lain sweet and strong deep 

within him throughout his torment, throughout his changing 

attitude, and throughout the purging of his emotions. Thus, 

the lilac will be "returning with spring," evoking the 

vision of eternity and resurrection and its ensuing peace.

Passing the bird and the lilac the poet ceases to 

gaze on the star in the west. The word ceases suggests, as 

did the word unloosing, gentleness, a calm turning aside.

It brings to mind a diminishing rather than an abrupt end, 

and conveys the thought again of the poet’s gradual accept

ance. The poet’s use of gaze is richly connotative. Again 

the word is peaceful and gentle —  it implies a fixed 

pondering. This was not a mere look, nor an aggressive 

stare, but a quiet gaze aided by the word communing, which 

appears in the same line. The reader almost feels the
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mental rays drifting from star to poet as they gaze upon 

one another. The star has miraculously grown in the 

poet’s mind from a drooping and fallen orb (Section 1 &

2) to a lustrous star with silver face. How triumphant 

the change. Personal grief has been conquered and bright

ness and acceptance now reign.

In the next stanza, the poet calls the "wondrous 

chant" of the "gray-brown bird," and the "lustrous and 

drooping star with the countenance full of woe" his com

rade s. Here again, in finale, he merges the motifs of 

human pain despite joyful acceptance by contrasting 

wondrous with tray-brown and lustrous with drooping. He 

takes them for his close associates, absorbing into 

himself the memory they have imprinted deep within his 

being of "the dead I loved so well."

The three main symbols have twined. signifying 

final unity. The word twined recalls the general inter

weaving of these symbols throughout the poem. They are 

inseparable from the poet himself, his grief and recon

ciliation. The poem ends on a note of peace, which is 

chiefly heightened by the phrase "fragrant pines and the 

cedars dusk and dim." Here the coffin’s journey ends. 

Flashing back to Section 14, the cedars and pines are 

conjoined with the words shadowy and ghostly, suggesting 

incomprehensibility and mystery. Here, however, the words
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fragrant and dusk and dim themselves breathe the tranquil

lity of the final resting place, and ultimately, of the 

transcending of the grief and the mystery in the poet’s 

mind. Understanding has brought peace out of the conflict.

Combining with the connotations of the diction 

discussed above to enforce the theme in this section is 

the important device of metrics. The poom as a whole uses 

iambic and anapestic with the anapestic predominating 

throughout, and giving the poem that peculiar rhythm so 

typical of Whitman’s free verse. This constantly recur

ring foot also helps in the creation of the impression of 

motion discussed above.

Since free verse is so varied by its nature, it 

is difficult to talk about metrical variations. Yet, it is 

obvious that, in certain passages, the poet has deliberate

ly reversed his metrical pattern for emphasis and effect.

For instance, in the first three lines of Section 16, P^s3iitig 

is placed at the beginning of each line. Here he has at

tained the three-fold effect of metrics, diction, and repet

ition. Metrically, then, the trochaic foot gives further 

force to an already importantly placed word.

Probably the best example of the basic rhythm with 

effective variation is contained in the last two lines of 

the poem.
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/ x x / X I  / X X  / X  X /
Lilac and star and bird twined with the chant of my soul

/ x x  / x / X  X  / X  / x /  
There in the fragrant pines and the cedars dusk and dim.

In these two lines is compressed the entire poem, not only

the theme and the symbols, but also the basic meter and the

variations.
word

On the first/of these lines, Whitman uses a trochee, 

stressing it. He follows this with the iambic and the swing

ing anapestic. A most unusual and stirring effect is to be 

found in the placing of two strong accents immediately next 

to each other (bird and twined), which stresses not only 

twined and bird but takes in Lilac and star, pointing up 

once again the inseparableness of the three main symbols and 

Whitman himself.

In the second line, Whitman uses a stressed symbol 

at the beginning of the line, an extra syllable not forming 

the complete foot, but standing alone —  pointing up the 

solitary night struggle with the thought of death, and also 

finality: both journeys have come to an end. jhihtf remainder 

of the line runs the basic pattern of the unbroken anapestic 

meter, emphasizing most effectively the unchangeability of 

his love and the peace and understanding of death which he 

has found. The iambic and anapestic seem to stretch into 

eternity.

An analysis of this kind would be inadequate with

out giving attention to Whitman’s use of sounds —  perhaps
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his most outstanding poetic device. As noted above, 3 music, 

opera, the Bible, and all the sounds of nature and teeming 

life, Whitman absorbed into his consciousness. His poetry 

is a testament to this absorption and communication. Run

ning throughout the whole poem are the rhythms, the warmth, 

and the vibrant humanity, deriving from these influences.

Take, for example, the famous and vigorous passage in Section

11, which has all the quality of a genuine recitative, as 

well as the familiar rhythnt found in the Old Testament.

0 what shall I hang on the chamber walls?
And what shall the pictures be that I hang on the 

walls?

The present writer will confine herself as before, to Section 

16.

Whitman’s handling of liquid sounds is one of the 

most skillful devices used to bring out the triumph and peace 

that dominate this section. Such words as low, clear, spring, 

lustrous. silver, mine, memory, dear, star, bird, and soul, 

with their soft tones, in combination with their connotative 

value, bring about the effect of a cathedral-like silence.

The use of feminine endings deserves especial notice. 

These words, although almost always containing liquid sounds, 

produce their own distinct effect —  a kinesthetic one.
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Section 16 seems to move continually, as on the actual journey. 

The words Passing, unloosing, tallying. varying. wailing. 

flooding. fainting, sinking, rising, falling. silver, drooping. 

lilac. fragrant. cedars, are only a few examples. Even the 

words which do not connote motion, because of the unaccented 

last syllable, help to contribute to the effect of motion.

Diction and metrics combined with kinesthetic ele

ments tie the total effect into a unity which takes in the 

double level of meaning discussed above4" the motion, both 

physical and spiritual and the peace found by the poet.

It will be observed by the reader that the secret 

of the vibrance of the whole poem lies in the abundant use 

throughout of liquids and of feminine endings, especially 

ing words. Section 16, however, uses all of the devices 

that have been discussed and recalls and re-echoes the 

ideas, symbols, sounds, and images of the entire poem, fix

ing them, with a concentrated energy and finality into this 

last section.
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RECAPITULATION

VI

"When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom,d" has been 

analyzed in this study as a distinctive section of Whitman’s 

poetry. It has been set forth as representative of his times, 

and yet as a work of art for all times. In its individualism, 

it breaks with all previous conventional poetry and stands as 

a pioneer work, yet it adheres to all that has been said 

throughout the ages of what poetry should be and what it 

should do.

This work, perhaps more than any other, characterizes 

Whitman’s thoughts, attitudes, and emotions best. It reveals 

the heart of the man: his amazing absorptive genius, his 

insight, and, above all, his love —  not only of the Lincoln 

he cherished, but also of America, and of all humanity.

It is the present writer’s hope that this small 

offering in the field of Whitman scholarship has contributed 

something toward the greater understanding of a great American 

poet.
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